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Abstract—In this paper, an automated change detection technique is presented that compares new and historical seaﬂoor
images created with sidescan synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) for
changes occurring over time. The method consists of a four-stage
process: a coarse navigational alignment that relates and approximates pixel locations of reference and repeat–pass data sets;
ﬁne-scale coregistration using the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm to match features between overlapping
data sets; local coregistration that improves phase coherence; and
ﬁnally, change detection utilizing a canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) algorithm to detect changes. The method was tested using
data collected with a high-frequency SAS in a sandy shallow-water
environment. Successful results of this multistage change detection
method are presented here, and the robustness of the techniques
that exploit phase and amplitude levels of the backscattered signals is discussed. It is shown that the coherent nature of the SAS
data can be exploited and utilized in this environment over time
scales ranging from hours through several days. Robustness of the
coregistration methods and analysis of scene coherence over time
is characterized by analysis of repeat pass as well as synthetically
modiﬁed data sets.
Index Terms—Automated change detection, canonical correlation analysis (CCA), coherent change detection, coregistration,
synthetic aperture sonar (SAS).

I. INTRODUCTION

D

ETECTING areas of change in multiple images of the
same scene captured at different times is of interest to
vastly different disciplines. Applications of change detection
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include: remotely sensed satellite imagery [1], [2]; synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) [3]; medical imaging [4]–[6]; industry applications [7], [8]; and driver assistance systems [9], [10]. For
sonar systems, change detection is the process by which regions of interest are identiﬁed through the comparison of current data with historical. Traditionally, there are two approaches
to change detection: image correlation and contact correlation.
For contact-based change detection, contact regions, ﬂagged by
a detector or an operator, are compared with those stored in a
historical database. Through matching new contacts with historical, changes are identiﬁed. Coiras et al. [11] discussed an
end-to-end contact-based change detection mechanism, where
an automatic detector is followed by a rigid data association
method to determine the location of previously undetected contacts. For image-based change detection, entire image portions
are compared to identify regions of change. Myers et al. [12],
[13] used several change detection methods to calculate overall
degree of similarity between two sidescan sonar images. Typically, change detection is applied to situations where the same
area is to be repeatedly monitored, such as surveys for port and
harbor security, resource management, and enhancement of automatic target recognition algorithms. Successful implementation of automated change detection should increase detection
capability and reduce the workload of a human operator tasked
with identifying anomalies in sidescan sonar images.
Techniques for image-correlation automated change detection (ACD) have been under development by the SAR community since at least the 1990s [3], and procedures to fuse scene
changes derived from segmented features with pixel or parcelbased change maps have recently been explored [14]. In the
sonar research community, contact correlation ACD approaches
were developed ﬁrst [15]. This was due to a number of factors,
such as challenges in trajectory control, accurate georegistration, the complexity of the propagation medium, and the radiometric inconsistencies of conventional sidescan sonars. Only
in recent years, with the advent of synthetic aperture sonars
(SASs) and actively navigated platforms, have image correlation methods been shown to be feasible [16]–[21].
Image-based change detection is carried out through the comparison of reference and repeat–pass images that correspond to
the same geographical location, but are collected at different
times. The automation of this task involves three major compo-
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nents: historical data retrieval, reference and repeat–pass coregistration, and detection of changes.
A historical database comprising SAS images with their associated geographical locations provides the baseline or reference.
Given a speciﬁc repeat–pass image, images from this database
that correspond to the same geographical location within 30 m
of each other are retrieved for use in the following coregistration
and change detection steps. All image geographical information
for both the database and repeat–pass images are collected from
the SAS platform.
Image-based ACD for SAS is generally categorized as
incoherent or coherent. Incoherent ACD identiﬁes changes
in the mean backscatter power of a scene, whereas coherent
ACD identiﬁes changes in both amplitude and phase of the
transduced imagery (a process where the sound energy is
converted into imagery through beamforming). In both cases,
the detected changes are attributed to changes brought into the
scene between data collection intervals. The phase component,
present in coherent change detection (CCD), conveys more
information regarding signal structure than magnitude alone.
Oppenhiem and Lim [22] demonstrated that the phase-only
image retains many of the features as compared to the magnitude-only images in image synthesis. Furthermore, Huang et
al. [23] presented the importance of phase in image processing
ﬁlters. The advantage of utilizing the phase component is
that a detected change indicates a physical disturbance in the
scene, even when there is negligible change in the amplitude
of backscattered energy. For SAR, it is generally accepted that
processing the complex imagery is required for detecting very
subtle man-made scene changes, such as vehicle tracks [24, pp.
19–20]. As conventional sidescan sonars exhibit resolution that
degrades with range and are typically limited to the creation
of backscatter amplitude images, they are less suitable for
small-scale image-based ACD, thus explaining early adaption
of contact-based ACD for sidescan systems.
Recent studies on temporal correlation of SAS data collected
over various time intervals showed that temporal coherence holds up over time scales necessary for application of
image-based change detection [19], [21]. Jackson et al. [25]
described a model for the complex correlation between seaﬂoor
echoes acquired at different times (referred to as ping-to-ping
correlation) based on estimating the roughness spectrum of
sandy seaﬂoors. Gerig et al. [26] studied the decorrelation of
acoustic scattering as a function of temporal changes in seaﬂoor
roughness by comparing correlation estimates for pairs of data
sets acquired from the same location, with identical instrument settings but at different times. In the context of change
detection, Lyons and Brown [27] estimated the decorrelation
of acoustic signals scattered from the seaﬂoor due to changes
in the shape of the water–sediment interface: providing insight
into the impact of temporal variability of seaﬂoor roughness on
SAS repeat–pass images, and expressed temporal coherence as
a function of acoustic wavelength.
The inspiration for the current work comes from an extension
of the coherence-based change detection results using canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) described by Azimi-Sadjadi and
Srinivasan [28], G-Michael and Tucker [17], and Sternlicht and
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G-Michael [29], where the preliminary studies were performed
on simulated SAR and SAS imagery. The motivation behind
CCA comes from recent success using it as a target detection
scheme in SAS imagery [30]. In this paper, we develop a
complete ACD algorithm that uses the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) algorithm [31], [32] and local phase-based
coregistration as our image registration tool followed by a
CCA-based change detection method. In CCA, the correlation is formed between two sonar images from repeat passes
over the ocean ﬂoor. From these correlations, coherence (or
incoherence) can be measured and used to determine what has
changed between the two sonar images at the same location but
different times. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne statistical relationship
between two random variables and coherence to be a measure
of dependence or strength of association between two signals.
Our methods are tested on SAS imagery collected with the
high-frequency projector of the small synthetic aperture mine
hunter (SSAM) system developed by the Naval Surface Warfare
Center Panama City Division (Panama City, FL, USA) and the
Applied Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University
(State College, PA, USA) [33]. The SSAM sonar is mounted on
a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI, Woods Hole,
MA, USA) REMUS 600 autonomous undersea vehicle (AUV).
It is able to achieve ﬁne-detail high-resolution SAS imaging
of the seabed using a high-frequency ( 100 kHz) projector.
For ﬁne-scale navigation and motion estimation, it is equipped
with an onboard navigation system, which comprises a Kearfott
KN-4902 Doppler velocity log and global positioning system
(GPS)-aided inertial navigation system (INS), with a position
error typically less than 0.2% of distance traveled. For multitemporal data sets analyzed in this research, navigation offsets
of less than 10 m were typical.
The ACD method consists of a four-stage process: 1) coarse
navigational alignment that relates and approximates the pixel
location of reference and repeat–pass data sets; 2) ﬁne-scale
coregistration using the SIFT algorithm to match features between overlapping data sets; 3) local coregistration through optimizing the interscene phase coherence; and 4) coherent change
detection utilizing the CCA algorithm to detect scene changes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
detailed explanation of coarse and ﬁne-scale coregistration
method using SIFT. Section III describes the local coregistration step. Section IV describes the CCA algorithm and how
it measures change. Section V presents a discussion of limitations and constraints of ACD method. Section VI presents
performance results of our coregistration and change detection
methods. Finally, Section VII provides conclusions, discussion,
and directions for future research.
II. COREGISTRATION BY NAVIGATIONAL
ALIGNMENT AND SIFT
Image coregistration is a key step in the ACD process. It provides a geometrical transformation that aligns the corresponding
pixels from multitemporal images that represent the same area
for comparison and change detection. For our coregistration
method, we developed a three-stage process: navigation alignment, ﬁne-scale coregistration, and local coregistration.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of coarse alignment. Red circle and blue square points represent reference and repeat–pass data samples, respectively. Points , , ,
and
are latitude and longitude position vectors for the repeat–pass image corners. Using the latitude/longitude to pixel mapping derived from (1) and (2), the
reference data samples (red circles) are mapped into the repeat–pass pixel coordinate system. Now the repeat–pass data samples (blue squares) can be interpolated to the mapped reference locations (red circles) to recover the repeat–pass
pixel values at reference data sample locations.

A. Navigation Alignment
After the identiﬁcation and loading of the reference data
corresponding to the repeat–pass image, a purely navigational
coarse alignment is our ﬁrst step toward coregistration of the
images. The process involves using the nominal paths for the
reference and repeat–pass images. The nominal path for an
image is the straight line path taken from the image starting
location to the end. For the repeat–pass image, we construct
a linear mapping from latitude and longitude sample location
to relative pixel location by solving the following system of
equations:
(1)

(2)
where the size of the repeat–pass data is
,
are the latitude and longitude position vectors of the repeat–pass
image corners, and
are the linear mapping coefﬁcients
that we are solving for. Using this mapping we can calculate the
reference data pixel locations relative to the repeat–pass data,
which allows interpolation of the repeat–pass data to the reference data pixel location. This method can result in rotation
and translation of the repeat–pass image. The interpolation technique carried out in this paper is a standard linear interpolation.
This projects the repeat–pass data on to the reference, thereby
removing most navigation differences between reference and
repeat–pass images. A depiction of this mapping is shown in
Fig. 1.
B. Fine-Scale Coregistration
For ﬁne-scale coregistration we apply the SIFT algorithm
[31], [32] to the amplitude image data. SIFT geometrically

3

Fig. 2. Plot of translational shift estimates in pixels from SIFT matches (shown
in blue). Red point indicates the determined shift estimated using the weighted
average method described above. While shift estimates vary greatly due to incorrect SIFT matches, there is typically a signiﬁcant portion of estimates with
low variance, which enables good shift estimation.

aligns two images that represent the same scene but collected at
different times. It is a feature-based technique consisting of feature detection and feature matching. The attractiveness of SIFT
is mainly due to its invariance to various image transformations
including: rotation, scaling, and displacements of pixels in a
local region. The SIFT algorithm includes three steps: keypoint
detection, descriptor establishing, and image feature matching.
For SIFT, image keypoints are interesting features or areas of
an image, usually edges and corners in the image. A stable rotation and scale-invariant descriptor for each keypoint is created
from the local image gradient. These descriptors are then used
to carry out the ﬁne-scale coregistration by matching candidate
keypoints from reference and repeat–pass data (typically 10 000
keypoints for a SAS image). In this paper, we use the SIFT implementation by Vedaldi and Fulkerson [34].
Keypoint matching between reference and repeat–pass images is done by computing minimum Euclidean distance between SIFT features. To reject weak keypoints, matches where
the second closest neighbor is within 1.5 times the distance to
the closest match are rejected.
Differencing the matched keypoints typically results in a collection of noisy estimates for translational shifts. Fig. 2 shows
an example from real SAS data being coregistered. There are
many largely varying translation estimates, however there usually is a strong cluster which are much less varied. In Fig. 2, this
cluster’s center is indicated by the red point.
To identify this cluster and estimate the image translational
shift, we ﬁrst remove outliers by iteratively removing shift estimates. This is done by calculating the mean and removing estimates three standard deviations away, then repeating. Once outliers have been removed, our ﬁnal translation estimate is computed as a weighted average of the remaining translation estimates: speciﬁcally, letting
be our remaining
collection of shift estimates and
be the Euclidean distance
from to . We compute the weights
as
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For weights where
is zero (e.g., the shifts are the
same), we set the weight value to twice the maximum of the
deﬁned weights to prevent an inﬁnite cutoff value. The weights
are then normalized

and the image shift is estimated as
(3)
An alternative method for estimating the image shift is to ﬁt a
Gaussian distribution to the remaining shift estimates. The shift
is then approximated as the mean of the ﬁtted Gaussian distribution. This method works well when there is a large number of
shift estimates to use for ﬁtting. However, we have found that
with environments that lack structured bottom features (e.g.,
smooth sandy bottom) and longer elapsed times between passes,
the quality of the resulting estimate is not as good as the estimate
obtained with the weighted average. Speciﬁcally, the estimate is
more accurate when more structure is on the bottom to cross-reference the two images.
With the ﬁne coregistration shift offsets determined, both
reference and repeat–pass images are cropped, such that only
common pixel locations for the two images are passed to the
change detection algorithm.

III. LOCAL COREGISTRATION THROUGH OPTIMIZATION OF
INTERSCENE PHASE COHERENCE
Following ﬁne-scale coregistration, the average scene displacement is ideally on the order of a single pixel. Local registration error, however, can be signiﬁcantly higher than the average.
This is particularly true if the trajectories used to form the reference and matching images are signiﬁcantly different. A large
difference in altitude relative to the ground plane between repeat
passes, for example, results in an interferometric baseline that
has associated with it all the same range-variant footprint shift
effects described in the interferometric literature [35] that cause
decorrelation. Some local translation or phase differences, on
the other hand, may actually be caused by environmental features or changes. The retention of this information is critical. It
is, therefore, important to be able to distinguish between local
coregistration errors that are caused by environmental features
or changes versus those that are caused by uncompensated navigation differences.
In this section, a method is outlined by which the local coregistration errors are estimated and ﬁt to a set of functions that
have simple physical interpretation as navigation errors. The
residual difference between the estimated model and the data
is dominated by ﬁne-scale environment and change information. In this manner, navigation errors are separated from environmental features and compensated for, increasing correlation by reﬁning local coregistration and isolating the relevant

repeat–pass information necessary for change detection. An outline of the algorithm steps is shown in Algorithm 1 and the steps
are elaborated on in Sections III-A–III-G.
This approach, in contrast to that described in [36], operates only on the beamformed data rather than raw data and the
process is noniterative in the sense that the 2-D interpolation and
phase correction are only applied once. As has been observed,
autofocusing the beamformed data to correct for focusing errors has a positive impact on the correlation between reference
and matching images. An additional step of autofocusing was
applied to all the examples in this paper. The autofocus algorithm was the patch-wise application of multiple-aperture mapdrift [37, Ch. 6], which was modiﬁed for wideband, widebeam
systems. Patches were overlapped and the linear component of
the phase solutions was removed to prevent shifting of features
and discontinuities between patch boundaries. A demonstration
of how autofocusing affects the local coherence is provided in
Section VI.
A detailed step-by-step description of the local coregistration
algorithm is presented as follows.
Algorithm 1: Local coregistration
Step 1. Large neighborhood (e.g., 50 50 pixel)
nonoverlapping patch correlation is performed.
Step 2. Correlation peaks for each patch are found and
parabolic interpolation is used to estimate the local relative
patch translations in the along-track
and across-track
dimensions to local precision.
Step 3. Local along-track translation measurements are
parametrized as a series of coarse surge and heading errors
relating the geometries of the synthetic apertures. Across-track
translation measurements are parametrized as a series of heave
(vertical translation) and sway (horizontal translation) errors.
Step 4. The surge, heading, sway, and heave vectors are used to
form 2-D interpolation functions for remapping the matching
image onto the same grid as the reference image, correcting
for local registration errors.
Step 5. The complex correlation coefﬁcient between images
is calculated using a sliding, small neighborhood (e.g., 10
10 pixels). The phase of the complex correlation forms an
interferogram which is unwrapped.
Step 6. The interferogram is decomposed into surge and sway
functions.
Step 7. The surge and sway functions are used to deﬁne the
argument of a phase function that, when multiplied by the
matching image, removes the effects of surge and sway on
the interferogram formed between the reference and matching
images.

A. Large Neighborhood Correlation
The ﬁrst step of the local coregistration process is to estimate
the local coregistration errors in terms of their along-track ( -dimension) and across-track ( -dimension) components. This is
done by dividing the reference image, denoted as complex 2-D
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matrix
, and matching image
into
nonoverlapping 50 50 pixel neighborhoods which are correlated using
2-D Fourier transforms, e.g.,

(4)
In (4), the indices and range from 1 to and 1 to and is
the Hadamard product operator. The 2-D discrete Fourier transform is denoted by , and
denotes the complex conjugate.
The matrix
contains a peak that has a magnitude ranging
from zero to one, with greater values implying stronger correlation. The location of the peak indicates the relative translational
offset between patches
and
.
B. Subpixel Local Translation Estimation
Translation measurements in and are found to subpixel
precision by ﬁtting a 1-D parabola to the three points formed by
the peak value in
and the adjacent neighboring pixels. The
location in or of the parabola peak is chosen as the reﬁned
translational offset. If
is the peak value of
, then
the and translations are estimated as

5

aperture sampling error in the along-track direction. In
the current implementation, its effects are approximated
as constant in the range dimension. It is, however, unconstrained in the along-track dimension. Rotation errors are
assumed to be small and are modeled as an along-track
translation that varies linearly with range. Combining these
two, the full model for along-track translation is a ﬁrstorder polynomial plus noise
(7)
where is the patch index in the along-track dimension,
is the patch index in the range dimension,
is a vector of
the along-track translation values in pixels due to rotation,
is a vector of along-track translations due to surge,
is range of patch in pixels, and
is a noise
matrix.
The level of noise can be estimated via the correlation coefﬁcient values of
, and it is rarely uniform. To ﬁt the
model to the measured translation estimates, an iterative
weighted least squares approach is utilized. We set our rotation ﬁtting function
to be a linearly varying vector
from zero to one and our surge ﬁtting function
to be
a vector of ones. Both are of length . The weighting function is then initialized with the values from the correlation
coefﬁcient matrix, and a weighted pseudoinverse is used to
ﬁt the functions, e.g.,

(5)

(8)
(6)
If the scenes have intrinsically low coherence, demonstrated
by a low average peak values for
over all and , the large
neighborhood correlation and subpixel translation estimates are
recomputed using only the magnitude of and . In the present
implementation, this alternate method is attempted if the average correlation coefﬁcient is 0.2.
C. Parametrization of Translation Estimates
Large neighborhood correlation results in three matrices: a
translations
, range
translamatrix of along-track
tions
, and a map of correlation coefﬁcient values
indicating the quality of the translation estimates. The next steps
ﬁt the translation matrices using a set of functions designed to
model navigation errors. The goal of this ﬁtting is to ﬁnd a 2-D
interpolation function that compensates for the local displacement errors of the matching image due to the effects of the sonar
platform having traveled along a different path during synthetic
aperture formation. Constraining the correction to be modeled
as a set of navigation errors prevents overﬁtting, which could
potentially remove important environmental change information.
• Along-track translation parametrization: Along-track errors are modeled as having two components: surge and
heading (i.e., rotation). Surge error is deﬁned as synthetic

is a weighting vector deﬁned as the
where
th row of correlation values from the correlation coefﬁcient matrix and
is the th row of the along-track
translation measurement matrix. Though the results found
by applying (8) represent an improvement over the unweighted version, the correlation coefﬁcient values often
overpredict the quality of a particular translation estimate,
especially when the quality is poor. For this reason, outliers can still have a strong impact on the result. To reduce
the effects of outliers the weights are iteratively redeﬁned
as
(9)
where is the current iteration number, is a constant that
controls the level of outlier rejection (
in the current examples), and
is the signal reconstructed from
the surge and rotation translation estimates found from the
previous iteration, e.g.,
(10)
• Across-track parametrization: In prior literature, it has
been noted that the range variance of the temporal displacement between reference and matching signals varies
approximately proportional to the cosine of the grazing
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angle in the case of horizontal offsets and the sine of
the grazing angle for vertical offsets [38]. Thus, the
range displacement can be coarsely deﬁned as the linear
combination of sway (horizontal) and heave (vertical)
components and noise, e.g.,

generate a phase correction for removal of the trends introduced
by navigation discrepancies.
Following remapping, a 10 10 pixel sliding window is used
to calculate complex correlation values between corresponding
image neighborhoods
(17)

(11)
where
is a matrix of local range translation measurements in pixels,
is the grazing angle deﬁned here
as the arctangent of the average synthetic aperture height
divided by the ground-plane range deﬁned by making
a ﬂat-bottom assumption
(12)
and
are found using the same
The estimates of
weighted pseudoinverse and iterative reweighting scheme
with the exception that the ﬁtting functions are redeﬁned as
and
, the sine and cosine of the grazing angle.
D. Image Remapping
The
,
,
, and
vectors containing the
estimated navigation errors can be used in conjunction with
their corresponding function expressions
,
,
, and
to construct a 2-D surface deﬁning an
interpolation map for correcting local registration errors in the
matching image. Speciﬁcally
(13)
(14)
form our translational shifts, which provides the following
warping to our along-track
and across-track
pixel
values:

The selection of the sliding window size is somewhat arbitrary;
this choice over many data sets seemed to provide a good balance between speed of calculation, noise reduction, and preserforms an
vation of detail before unwrapping. The phase of
interferogram between the images. A variety of methods can
be used to unwrap interferograms [39]. In this paper, an iterative weighted least squares approach is implemented for unwrapping. The reader is referred to [39] for more information on
weighted least squares phase unwrapping. Because of the computational burden associated with weighted least squares phase
unwrapping, the phase was smoothed and decimated by a factor
of ten in both the - and -dimensions before unwrapping.
F. Heave and Sway Estimation
Heave and sway are reestimated using the unwrapped interferogram. Coarse estimates of heave and sway were estimated
during Step 3 using the large neighborhood translation measurements, but a larger number of samples are available for ﬁtting
when using the unwrapped interferogram. The same iterative
weighted least squares approach utilized in Step 3 is again used
to decompose the unwrapped phase surface into sway and heave
components.
Because the phase unwrapping method does not result in a
solution that is correct on an absolute scale (i.e., the phase may
have a static offset) the offset needs to be estimated and removed. To estimate this offset, an additional function (a static
offset with range) is introduced during the ﬁrst iteration. After
ﬁtting, the median of the static offset values is then subtracted
from the phase surface and it is reﬁtted using only the cosine
and sine of the grazing angle.

(15)

G. Phase Correction

(16)

The resulting 2-D phase function described by heave and
sway can be subtracted from the interferogram previously
produced by correlation. The uncompensated phase trends
reﬂecting navigation discrepancies between the matching and
reference synthetic apertures can be compensated. The correction
is calculated the same way as (14), except using our
reﬁned heave and sway estimates from the previous section.
Our phase corrected image is then

is the th column of
and
is the th row of
where
.
The vectors are only of length , however, and must be ﬁrst
upsampled to the length of the original complex image matrices. In the current implementation, this is done via linear interpolation. The interpolated vectors are then used to deﬁne 2-D
along-track and across-track interpolation functions that remap
the complex matching image to align with the reference image
and correct for coregistration errors due to navigation discrepancies between synthetic apertures.
E. Small Neighborhood Correlation Interferogram
At this point in the local coregistration algorithm the features
of the synthetic aperture images have been aligned. The phase,
however, has not yet been modiﬁed to compensate for the navigation discrepancies. The next steps utilize the interferogram to

(18)
IV. CHANGE DETECTION
For change detection, we utilize the CCA [17] algorithm,
which operates on complex SAS image data. CCA is a multivariate statistical method [40] that determines the linear dependence (or coherence) between two data channels, which in this
case correspond to reference and repeat–pass SAS images. The
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CCA method not only determines the amount of dependence
(or independence) between two data channels but also extracts
a subset of most coherent change features from the two channels. This is accomplished by linearly mapping the two data
channels to their canonical coordinates, the ﬁrst few of which
capture maximal interchannel coherence. In other words, CCA
ﬁnds a linear combination of the input vectors that have maximum correlation with each other.
Let us assume that the two-channel complex data vectors are
represented by
and
, where is the reference
SAS image and is the repeat–pass image. The canonical correlations and coordinates are then obtained by ﬁnding the singular values and vectors of the coherence matrix [40], which is
deﬁned as

where
is the Hermitian operation,
is the expectation
operation, and
and
are the covariance matrices of
and channels, respectively (in other words, and are random
vectors with zero means and they yield a composite covariance matrix
and
). We block out the image into
blocks and reshape those blocks into a vector and concatenate
into a data matrix
, where
is a vector of the th block. We then form the covariance using
, where is the mean vector
of .
As illustrated in the Appendix, the canonical coordinates of
and are deﬁned as

7

That is, the channels and are perfectly coherent if
,
and noncoherent if
. The reader is referred to the Appendix for a more detailed mathematical and theoretical formulation of CCA.
Though the dominant canonical coordinates capture maximal
coherence, the subdominant ones maximize the divergence between the two channels and [17], [28], [41]. In other words,
the subdominant canonical coordinates capture most of the coherent change features between the two channels with a minimum dimensional feature set. The coherent change information between canonical coordinates and can be calculated
using the residual,
, owing to the fact that
brings
the most coherent information that the second channel carries
about the ﬁrst channel . Now that the subdominant canonical
coordinates capture the coherent change information (under the
constraint of maximum rate; the rate here refers to the information rate, the rate at which the canonical coordinate of channel
carries information about the canonical coordinate of channel
and vice versa), retaining the last few components of the difference vector
is sufﬁcient. This can be performed mathematically by using
, where is the
diagonal
matrix with the ﬁrst
diagonal entries being zero and the
rest being unity. Moreover, we can convert the difference vector
back to the image space from the canonical space using
(21)
For a more complete description of the CCA change detection
method for SAS imagery, the reader is referred to [17].
V. LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

where and are the mapping matrices containing the left and
right singular vectors of the coherence matrix , respectively.
The canonical coordinate vectors and share the diagonal
cross-covariance matrix
(19)
known as the canonical correlation matrix of canonical correlations
, which are the singular values of matrix
. In other words, canonical correlation is a method for investigating the relationship between two groups of variables, by
ﬁnding linear functions of one of the sets of variables that maximally correlate with linear functions of the variables in the set.
Now, the linear dependence between and channels can be
measured by

This measure takes the value 0 if there is perfect linear dependence between and , while
corresponds to the case
when and are linearly independent. The coherence measure
between and is given by
(20)

The relevant repeat–pass time scales required for maintaining
coherence are necessarily going to be highly dependent on the
temporal variability of the environment in question. Some marine environments are inherently more variable due to the nature
of the sediment (e.g., sand versus rock), while some experience
high levels of biologic activity which cause scene decorrelation
due to both motility and physical perturbation of the substrate
(e.g., the artiﬁcial reef effect [27]). Some environments exhibit
strong temporally variant currents which can rapidly deposit
new sediment or change existing sediment structures. Preliminary studies have been conducted that measure and model correlation decay as a function of time and acoustic wavelength [27];
however, expanding these models to a broad variety of mechanisms and sedimentary environments is still an active area of
research. The method for automated coherent change detection
presented herein may be a useful tool for performing additional
studies in a broad variety of environments, and without the artiﬁcial reef effect associated with the usage of more permanent
structures.
With regard to the ACD method presented in this paper, the
individual steps of our method have various limitations. To
achieve an initial coarse alignment, in the multistage coregistration, we used nominal paths and linear mapping from
latitude and longitude of reference and repeat–pass images.
This step requires that the vehicle navigation offsets between
passes be smaller than the size of the image patch being compared, otherwise no common information will be available
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for coregistration. Further, the use of linear interpolation may
introduce artiﬁcial misalignment. Fine coregistration, SIFT,
is highly dependent on stable features that are common to
both reference and repeat–pass images. The highly temporal
nature of many of the features in a SAS image coupled with
biological activity present a signiﬁcant challenge for a feature-based coregistration method. Further, SAS images are
highly dependent on aspect to the insoniﬁed area, which further
imposes accurate navigation to maintain stable features. The
local coregistration is contingent on there being some sort of
mutual complex backscattering information present between
the overlapping patches and insonifying the scene over the
same wave number space. The primary constraints here are
the multipath interference that adds noise to SAS image and
obscure target structure.
VI. DATA AND RESULTS
To demonstrate the feasibility of our ACD approach, we operated on SAS data collected with the high-frequency projector
of the SSAM system for a variety of measurement scenarios.
The data collection procedure consisted of ﬁrst running a linear
sonar track to create the reference image, placing a target on
the bottom, then repeating the originally programmed vehicle
track to create the repeat–pass image. This was followed by additional runs at various azimuthal offsets to discern the sensitivity of the coregistration and change detection algorithms to
geometric and radiometric distortion. The targets were deployed
at approximately 25-m water depth off the coast of Panama City,
FL, USA, during a period of sea state 2 on the Beaufort scale.
We start with an analysis of the coregistration performance, followed by an analysis of the change detection performance.

Fig. 3. Automated coregistration for data collected from data set 1. The vehicle
was programmed to follow the same navigational path for both passes. A new
object is present in the top right quadrant of the repeat–pass image. (a) Reference. (b) Repeat pass.

A. Coregistration
Results using the initial coregistration steps described in Section II are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3, the vehicle followed
the same track with approximately 2 h between passes. To introduce change, a 208-L drum was dropped into the ﬁeld between
passes. Fig. 3 presents a relatively benign coregistration environment due to the short time period between passes and the
high quantity of prominent structure available in the images. In
these conditions, the initial steps of coarse alignment and SIFT
are able to achieve high-precision coregistration of the SAS images. A more difﬁcult coregistration environment can be seen
in Fig. 4: a ﬂat sandy region with sparse structure for image
registration. Such regions are more difﬁcult due to the temporal
instability of the base image structure. In this case, with a short
time latency of 2 h between passes, successful coregistration
was possible. We were able to achieve high-precision automated
coregistration in this sandy environment for time latencies of up
to 72 h, then with more difﬁculty for longer time periods as is
shown in the next section (Fig. 18).
To test the sensitivity of the coregistration process to variations in vehicle trajectory, data were collected from the same
vicinity and time latency as in Fig. 3; however, in this case,
the vehicle path of the repeat pass was 20 offset from that of
the reference. Fig. 5 shows that, despite this path difference and
the slight change in structure that results, the algorithm registers
the images precisely. A navigational path that differs by 90 or

Fig. 4. Automated coregistration results collected from data set 2. A new object
is present in the center of the repeat–pass image. (a) Reference. (b) Repeat pass.

180 from the reference path will result in images with substantially different structure, making image-based coregistration extremely difﬁcult in the absence of angle-independent markers
(see Fig. 6). This is because image coregistration requires that
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Fig. 5. Automated coregistration of data collected from data set 1. The vehicle
was programmed to follow a navigational path that was 20 offtrack from the
track used in Fig. 3. No new object is present in this scenario. (a) Reference. (b)
Repeat pass.

spectral overlap exist in wave number space between the different surveys. If the path orientation is such that with the given
system beamwidth none of the same spatial wave numbers for
the reﬂectivity map are being populated, then coregistration and
change detection are, by default, impossible.
The bandwidth, beamwidth, and beam-orientation of a
synthetic aperture system all determine the bounded region of
wave number space that the complex reﬂectivity function of the
seaﬂoor is sampled [42]. Realistic environmental conditions
can change the orientation of the sonar platform and beam
angle relative to its direction of motion. This effect, called
crabbing, rotates the sampled wave number region around the
origin of the spectrum [42]. If the sonar has a different crab
angle during a repeat–pass scan, the associated wave number
spectra for the reﬂectivity functions from both passes may have
reduced overlap, causing decorrelation.
To provide some robustness to crabbing, in beamforming,
the complex wave number spectrum can be ﬁltered to accept
data corresponding to signals arriving at angles plus or minus
one quarter the full system beamwidth relative to the average
heading of the synthetic array. This ﬁltering allows for repeat–pass crab angle variability of plus or minus one quarter
the full beamwidth relative to the average heading without loss
of correlation. The drawback is that the resolution of the system
is cut in half. Furthermore, crab angles beyond these limits still
cause decorrelation.
1) Local Coregistration Example: Next, we will illustrate
stepwise effects of the local coregistration process applied to

9

Fig. 3 to clarify the impact on the data. We begin with the
along-track translation estimation of Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1. The effects of subpixel reﬁnement (Step 2) are shown in
Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), the along-track correlation peak translation
estimates are shown. Fig. 7(b) shows the subpixel reﬁned estimate resulting from the application of (5). With the reﬁned estimates we see much smoother and more likely initial estimates
of translation. We can also see small regions where translation
estimates are in disagreement with neighboring trends. These
are likely regions of low correlation or image change between
reference and repeat passes. These are changes we want to maintain while removing effects of navigational discrepancy, which
is the goal of Step 3 shown in Fig. 8.
The resulting improvement in coherence from applying the
model ﬁtted translation estimate is shown in Fig. 9. The ﬁgure
shows the small neighborhood correlation of the reference and
repeat–pass images (Step 4) before and after remapping. Areas
corresponding to sediment backscatter have high coherence,
(0.9) throughout most of the image, the exceptions being in
regions of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such as shadows
(caused by sand ripples), before bottom-detect (low range bins)
and shallow grazing angles (high range bins).
Next, we correct errors in the phase using the same process
as before at a ﬁner scale using the small neighborhood interferogram generated from the previous step. The interferogram
phase is ﬁrst unwrapped, shown in Fig. 10. The interferogram
[Fig. 10(a)] reveals that the navigation error contributes to phase
noise and that the phase is dependent on the correct navigation
alignment. This is exhibited by the colored bands or interferometric fringes, whose presence is an indication of interscene
phase decorrelation. Our goal of applying the phase correction
is to remove the quickly varying fringe patterns caused by navigation errors and obtain the result shown in Fig. 11(b).
The heave and sway are reestimated using the unwrapped interferogram (Step 6). Plots of the reestimated heave and sway
and the detrended interferogram are shown in Fig. 11. The resulting phase differences are a result of bathymetry and possibly
other effects such as local turbulence or temperature changes.
The resulting 2-D phase function described by heave and sway
can be subtracted from the interferogram previously produced
by correlation shown in Fig. 11.
The results of the ﬁnal phase correction (Step 7) is presented
in Fig. 12. Noticeable are the lack of surge and rotation estimates. The wave number distribution in the along-track direction is centered around
, whereas in the range direction
the wave number
is centered around
, where
is
multiplied by the center frequency of the transmitted
pulse in hertz. The fact that the along-track wave number spectrum straddles
results in a low level of phase sensitivity
in the coherence function to small translations in the along-track
direction. The result is that the interferogram is only sensitive
to translations in the range dimension, namely those caused by
sway and heave errors as displayed.
Last, Fig. 13 depicts the computed correlation coefﬁcients of
Fig. 4 with and without the application of the autofocusing algorithm. We see that compensation of local focusing aberrations raises the coherence between images without artiﬁcially
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Fig. 6. Reference and repeat–pass images that are (a) and (b) 90 and (c) and (d) 180 offtrack from each other after coregistration. Local coregistration has not
been applied.

raising the coherence of regions in the image that are known to
be low, e.g., the large low-coherence region near the center corresponding to an object introduced into the scene still maintains
low coherence.
2) Robustness of the Coregistration Algorithm of Section II:
To quantify the robustness of our coregistration algorithm, we
constructed an evaluation set from the reference pass for data
sets 1 and 2 by adding noise and shifting by a known quantity. The exact error of the coregistration algorithm can then be
calculated as the Euclidean distance between the known image
shift and the shift estimated by coregistration. The noise added
was zero mean complex Gaussian. Three levels of noise were
considered with variance levels of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 times the
variance of the data. Each image was shifted down and right by
20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 pixels. The results of applying the
SIFT coregistration algorithm are shown in Table I. The table
contains the mean error and standard deviation for noise levels
and shift amounts considered. In general, the size of the shift
difference does not impact coregistration performance for the
shifts considered. For low and moderate noise, coregistration
works well with typically less than a pixel of distance error in
coregistration. For high noise, coregistration performs well for
some images. When it does fail, the estimated shift is vastly different from the true shift, which signiﬁcantly impacts the mean
error as evident from the large standard deviations. To better
illustrate this, Fig. 14 shows the percentage of images with estimated shift greater than the true shift values for the high noise

scenario of Table I. Almost half of all the errors are less than
20 pixels in size, while most of the other errors are greater than
200 pixels in size. The extremely large coregistration failures
can likely be detected and ﬂagged for operator intervention.
Fig. 14 also shows the relative difﬁculty posed by the two environments. For the all-sand environment (data set 2), twice as
many large coregistration failures occur at high noise, compared
to the feature rich environment (data set 1).
B. Change Detection by CCA
To demonstrate the performance of the CCA change detection algorithm described in Section IV, we ﬁrst processed the
data sets through the multistage coregistration algorithms outlined in Sections II and III. The results of inputting two of the
coregistered image pairs into the CCA modules are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16. For the ﬂat sandy environment of Fig. 4, the
new object is clearly identiﬁed by the low-level region of the
coherence map created with the technique of CCA (Fig. 16). For
this example, CCD is not necessary to detect the object. The object can easily be detected with an incoherent change detection
(ICD) method. One beneﬁt of CCD is increasingly sensitive. In
Fig. 17, we show an example that compares the coherent and
incoherent (difference of log ratio) change detections between
image patches where a change can be seen in the CCD, but
not in the ICD. This example reveals clear distinction between
CCD and ICD. The ICD is sensitive to signiﬁcant changes, i.e.,
change which intensely inﬂuences the backscattrer of a target,
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Fig. 7. Along-track translation measured in pixels. Image (a) utilizes the index values of the correlation peak, and image (b) is the reﬁned estimate.

Fig. 8. Model weights and model ﬁt after iterative reﬁnement. (a) Correlation coefﬁcients used as the initial weights for model ﬁtting. After three iterations the
weights have been reﬁned to those shown in (b). (c) and (d) Enhancement of model ﬁt quality to the translational shift estimates when the original weighting
scheme is used versus the reﬁned weighting scheme.
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Fig. 9. Local coherence estimates for the reference and matching images (a) before and (b) after the remapping operation to the reference and repeat–pass images
shown in Fig. 3. The coherence is computed by applying (17) to a sliding 10 10 pixel neighborhood and calculating the magnitude of the result.

Fig. 10. Images showing (a) interferogram (wrapped phase) and (b) unwrapped phase. Interferograms of the phase are shown in (a), where the color map wraps
around every
radians.

where the CCD is relying on its ability to effectively remove
very subtle changes in the sea surface environment.
1) Robustness of Change Detection Algorithm: To quantify
the robustness of our change detection algorithm, we performed
a statistical analysis on the measured temporal coherence of
seaﬂoor backscatter. A detailed comparison of correlation statistics is carried out based on computation of the CCA coherence measure
[see (20)] over data sets collected at site 2.
The duration of the data collection was approximately 72 h over
this predominantly ﬂat sand environment. To illustrate the coherence measure, Fig. 18(a) and (b) presents box plots of the coherence distribution of SAS images generated before and after
phase correction. The coherence was computed between reference and repeat–pass data sets that are coregistered using the automated technique. It should be noted that the values of the CCA
in Fig. 18 are the coherence of the entire image; no blocking of
the image is done. The abscissae in Fig. 18 indicate the time
interval of data collection for each repeat–pass leg. The boxes
in these ﬁgures represent the middle 50% of the coherence distribution, with upper and lower hinges showing the 75th and

25th percentiles. The whiskers are extended to 1.5 times the
difference between these percentiles (the interquartile range),
showing that the majority of data falls between the ends of the
whiskers. The horizontal red line through each box represents
the median of the data within the box. The red crosses outside
the whiskers represent individual outliers. The total number of
samples for the seven repeat–pass data sets used for the formation of the statistics was 247, 251, 249, 320, 316, 246, and 22,
respectively. The coherence box plot obtained after the application of local coregistration (phase correction) to the data set,
displayed in Fig. 18(b), shows a vast improvement of coherence.
We see that the ﬁrst three repeat–pass data sets signiﬁcantly improved the coherence except for a few outliers.
As the correlations vary considerably from one run to another
over time, the box plot allows us to better visualize the overall
trend of coherence as time elapses. We observe a decaying of
coherence over time which corresponds to temporal decorrelation, which is caused by currents, marine life, sand ripple formation, and deformation. The ﬁrst ﬁve repeat passes were col-
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Fig. 11. (a) Estimated heave and sway contributions to the repeat–pass interferometric phase. Heave (vertical) displacements and sway (ground-plane range)
displacements are depicted in meters. (b) Interferogram with the heave-and-sway-induced phase-trends removed. Bathymetric features of the sediment are strongly
visible at near ranges.
TABLE I
ROBUSTNESS TESTING OF COREGISTRATION FOR DATA SETS. IMAGES FOR THE REFERENCE PASS WERE SHIFTED BY 20, 50, 100, 150, AND 200 PIXELS DOWN
AND TO THE RIGHT AND ZERO MEAN GAUSSIAN NOISE WAS ADDED TO FORM REPEAT–PASS DATA FOR COREGISTRATION. THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF
NOISE CONSIDERED WAS 1, 1.5, AND 2 TIMES THE IMAGE VARIANCE . TABLE VALUES INDICATE THE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE FROM THE SHIFT
ESTIMATED BY THE COREGISTRATION ALGORITHM TO THE TRUE SHIFT

Fig. 12. Coherence of the remapped, phase detrended image computed using
a sliding 15 15 pixel window. Comparing with Fig. 9(b), this ﬁgure shows
that the phase detrending has only a minor effect on the coherence in the present
scenario (most values are already near 1, the maximum).

lected along 1-h intervals. The sixth and seventh repeat passes
were collected approximately 72 h later.

We determined the percentage of strong correlations and deﬁned strong coherence as a value greater than 60%. The percentage of strong correlations should be regarded as an indication of the ability to perform image-based coherent change detection. The box plot in Fig. 18(a) shows that the data are highly
coherent within the ﬁrst few hours with the exception of the data
from the ﬁrst hour where the vehicle altitude changed signiﬁcantly between the reference and repeat–pass data. Removing
the portion of the image associated with the water column before running the data through the change detection algorithm
should mitigate this problem. Nevertheless, application of local
coregistration is a good mitigating factor as shown in Fig. 18(b).
The general trend shown in Fig. 18, where the coherence decays
(decorrelates) over time, generally agrees with the observations
of Lyons and Brown [27], who quantify the temporal decorrelation of seaﬂoor roughness and estimate scene decorrelation by
calculating the complex correlation coefﬁcient for pairs of SAS
images generated using data collected with a rail-based system.
The last two data sets in Fig. 18(a) and (b) represent data collection approximately 72 h after the reference pass. They exhibit a
much lower coherence, indicating that this sandy environment,
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Fig. 13. Correlation coefﬁcient map resulting from application of the local coregistration algorithm (a) without and (b) with application of autofocusing to the
complex imagery before coregistration.

Fig. 14. Histogram of the percentage of images with estimated shift greater
than the true shift values for the high noise
scenarios considered in
Table I. Histogram is cumulative. For example, all the images with estimated
shift 150 also have an estimated shift 100).

Fig. 15. Coherence maps for coregistered images shown in Fig. 3 using CCA.
As in Fig. 12, red indicates high coherence and blue indicates low coherence.

lacking stable features, presents a challenge for change detection over large time scales.

Fig. 16. Coherence maps for coregistered images shown in Fig. 4 using CCA.
The coherence map range in value from 0 to 1, with 1 or red indicating high
coherence and 0 or blue indicating low coherence.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented and demonstrated a new, robust,
and precise seabed change detection method for SAS that automatically compares seaﬂoor images and detects changes over
time. Our study primarily focused on the automation of the
scene coregistration and coherent change detection. The ACD
method is a four-stage process: 1) coarse navigational alignment that relates and approximates the pixel location of reference and repeat–pass data sets; 2) ﬁne-scale coregistration
using the SIFT algorithm to match features between overlapping
data sets; 3) local coregistration that corrects local discrepancies
due to platform motion; and 4) coherent change detection utilizing the CCA algorithm to detect changes. The ACD method
was tested using data collected with a high-frequency SAS in a
sandy shallow-water environment, subject to currents and tidal
changes. By using precise coregistration tools and change detection methods that exploit phase as well as amplitude levels
of the backscattered signals, it was shown that coherent change
detection can be utilized in this environment over time scales
ranging from hours through several days.
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Fig. 17. Change detection comparison between incoherent and coherent change detection. The ﬁrst pair of images (a) and (b) are snippets of the reference and
repeat–pass survey. (c) The incoherent change detection (the despecked log ratio) image. (d) Coherent change detection (the complex coherence map), where the
phase is being used. The CCD clearly shows a strong signal of some sort of object that is not detected in the ICD.

Fig. 18. Coherence box plot. Sample box plots of the measured coherence of seaﬂoor acoustic backscatter over time. Seven repeat–pass data sets are compared
to the reference data set with latencies ranging from 1 to 72 h. (a) Coherence over time before local coregistration. (b) Coherence over time after local coregistration.
(a) Before phase correction. (b) After phase correction.

Robustness of the ﬁne-scale coregistration algorithm was
demonstrated by testing its efﬁcacy with image pairs that have
been shifted and contaminated with noise. As applied to the
data sets collected it was found that the SIFT algorithm was
robustly able to coregister these contaminated image pairs,
with the process breaking down only for high-noise exemplars.

This breakdown was more pronounced for the feature-poor
environment.
Analysis of the distribution of the CCA coherence measure
over data sets collected with different time latencies showed
that coherence between image pairs that were coregistered with
the ﬁne-scale SIFT algorithm degraded over time. However, the
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Fig. 19. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

Fig. 20. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

local coregistration algorithm improves the coregistration, resulting in better interscene coherence.
While the ability to detect changes in signal phase degrades
rapidly over time, with time scales dependent on the environ-

ment, the capability of using image-based tools such as those to
conduct incoherent change detection for time scales on the order
of months has been demonstrated [19]. One beneﬁt of utilizing
the phase component is the possibility of detecting a physical
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Fig. 21. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

Fig. 22. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

disturbance in the scene even when there is negligible change
in the amplitude of backscattered energy, such as due to a slight
rise or fall in topography, due to tectonic disturbance, or due
to the introduction of an object onto the seabed that has similar

scattering properties to that of the background. We have demonstrated that coherent ACD is possible for modest time scales
and is capable of detecting small disturbances which otherwise
would be missed by incoherent methods. Figs. 19–24 are exam-
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Fig. 23. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

Fig. 24. Example of automated coregistration results: (a) reference and (b) repeat pass. (c) Interferogram and (d) coherence map using CCA are shown for coregistered images.

ples illustrating results of using the ACD method for different
background of seaﬂoor.
Further investigation should be carried out to explore the efﬁcacy of utilizing the coherent ACD techniques for detecting
small disturbances, over a variety of environments and acoustic

wavelengths. Additionally, a comprehensive comparison of the
CCA approach with other coherent change detection methods
should be carried out. Other research directions include: segmentation of detected changes to assess the nature and characteristics of detected regions of interest; reduction and rejection
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of clutter regions such as the water column and areas of decorrelation due to environmental processes; analytical assessment of
which environments are most appropriate for this technique as
well as effective combination with complementary techniques;
and ﬁnally, the fast implementation of these image analysis algorithms on computer platforms leading toward real-time implementation.
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to determine the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the coherence matrix, namely

(27)
where
Ch. 2.5], i.e.,

APPENDIX
REVIEW OF CCA

and

are orthogonal matrices [44,
and

CCA was developed by Hotelling as a procedure for assessing
the relationship between two data sets [43]. As the name implies, “canonical” refers to mapping the data to a coordinate
system that is ideal for capturing linear dependence between
the two data channels. That is, this coordinate system reveals
the relationships between the two data sets of variables optimally from a coherence (or linear dependence) point of view.
The language and terminology used in this section are taken
mostly from [40] and [41].
Consider the composite data vector
consisting of two
random vectors
and
, i.e.,
(22)
For the remainder of the derivations, it is assumed that
; also the notation
represents the Hermitian operation.
Assume that and have zero means and share the composite
covariance matrix

(28)

and
(29)
is a diagonal singular value matrix, with
and
.
We then use the orthogonal matrices and to transform
the whitened composite vector into the canonical composite
vector

(30)
Then, the covariance matrix for the canonical composite
vector is obtained as

(31)
(23)
If and are now replaced by their corresponding whitened
vectors, then the composite vector is
(24)
where
is a square root of
with
and
. The covariance matrix of
be written as

may

(25)
where

(26)
is called the coherence matrix of and [40]. Therefore, the
coherence matrix is the cross-covariance matrix between the
whitened versions of and . Correspondingly, the coordinates
and are called the coherence coordinates. Now it is possible

The elements of
are referred to as the canonical coordinates of and the elements of
are
the canonical coordinates of . The diagonal cross-correlation
matrix

(32)
is called the canonical correlation matrix of canonical correlations , with
. Thus,
the canonical correlations measure the correlations between pairs of corresponding canonical coordinates. That is,
, with
being the Kronecker delta. The canonical correlations are also the singular
values of the coherence matrix . Correspondingly,
is
the squared canonical correlation matrix of the squared canonical correlations . Since
and
are orthogonal matrices,
we may write the squared coherence matrix
as
(33)
This shows that the squared canonical correlations
are the
eigenvalues of the squared coherence matrix
, or equiva.
lently, of the matrix
It can be shown [40] that the linear dependence measure between the two channels and is given by
(34)
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i.e., the linear dependence is represented in terms of the canonical correlations
which measure the dependence between the
corresponding canonical coordinates. The measure takes the
value 0 when there is perfect linear dependence between and
, while it takes the value 1 if and are independent. The th
term of the product on the right-hand side of (34), i.e.,
,
measures the linear dependence between the th canonical coordinate of and the th canonical coordinate of .
The coherence measure between and is given by

(35)
The channels and are perfectly coherent if
noncoherent if
.

, and
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